2005 mustang dash

This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. The duration of the warranty
period is indicated on the front of the Invoice. If no warranty information is listed on the front of
the invoice the following warranty period applies. All warranties begin at the date of purchase
invoice date not at the date of installation. Warranties are non-transferable and only applies to
original purchaser. At its option, MAS will repair, replace or refund the purchase price of the
part in the event of a failure. MAS reserves the right to replace failed parts with equal to or
greater than original mileage parts. All warranty claims must accompany original invoice.
Failure to provide proof any of these steps were not taken by will void the warranty. Upon
installation buyer agrees to follow vehicles regular maintenance as recommended by
manufacturer and may be required to provide proof of such activities in the event of a warranty
claim. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.
Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge.
Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information myautostore Contact seller. Visit store. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if
the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is
full. Longtime Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Camden, New
Jersey, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import
charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by myautostore. Auto Store Parts.
Visit my eBay store. Search Store. Engine Assembly- Transfer Cases- Items On Sale. Lack of
valid business name and phone number will delay your order. Please provide the business
name and phone number during eBay checkout. Daytime phone number is required load will not
deliver until appointment is scheduled. Customer Pickup Free Customers can elect to pick up
this item at the location stated in this listing. Sales Tax may be applicable. You must provide at
the time of check out a day time phone number. You must also provide our authorized Proof of
Purchase email at the time of pick up in order for your item to be released. If not presented you
will be turned away until you have provided the Proof of Purchase this is for your own
protection. The Proof of Purchase will be emailed within 2 business days of receipt of full
payment. Parts that are being picked up at the local warehouse are not prepared for shipment.
They will not have any packaging included. If you will need this type of service please contact
us. Some listings include a warranty and others do not. Each listing will clearly state the
warranty length if applicable. If the part you receive does not fit or work in your vehicle, we may
ask you for a digital picture and your vehicle's VIN number so we can properly assist you. This
means that if the part is not the correct part, does not work properly, or becomes damaged in
any way due to the length of transit time, we will not cover it under our return or warranty
policies. We will also not refund any additional costs of shipping due to forwarded items. Help
Message Core Charge. Core is an acronym for 'Cash On Return'. A core charge is sometimes
applied to rebuildable parts such as engines or alternators that can be redeemed for a portion of
their original price. If the part you are purchasing has a core charge applied, it will be noted in
the description. Parts Grading. A standard code system is used to communicate the condition
and quality of a part between automotive recyclers, automotive repair shops, and insurers.
Knowing how these codes are used will help you understand whether the part meets your
expectations before you buy it and what you can expect from the part when you receive it. A
Grade - The highest quality part. B Grade - The second level quality part. It is of average miles

and normal condition for its age. C Grade - The third level quality part. No Grade - A part that
has not yet been graded. To learn more about Parts Grading click here. Repair Shops Direct to
Consumer Parts Yards Exports 6 months part only warranty 6 months part only warranty 90 day
part only warranty No warranty All warranties begin at the date of purchase invoice date not at
the date of installation. Mechanical Warranty Disclaimer and Validation Engines: are guaranteed
against knocking and excessive smoking. Your warranty is voided if engines heat tab is melted
or removed. Engine warranties are limited to defects in the block, heads, pistons, crankshafts,
camshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. All other parts included are considered accessories or extra
parts. While engines may come with additional accessories, these are not covered under any
warranty and are included to aid in the convenience of installation. Transmissions: are
warrantied to be in good working order against any slippage or shifting failures. Any
accessories such as but not limited to: modulators, governors, electrical controls, linkage,
mounts, seals, gaskets or fluids are not covered under warranty. Differentials: All internal
lubricated parts within the drive axle housing are guaranteed in good working condition at the
time of purchase. Used tires are not tested or labeled by MAS to meet any safety standards. The
purchaser of used tires from MAS agrees to accept all risks relating to the use of such used
tires. The parts stated do not come with any warranty unless otherwise stated on this receipt.
Often times computers need to be reprogrammed which is to be performed at buyers expense
SHEET METAL Cosmetic or surface corrosion resulting from chips, scratches, or other causes;
corrosion perforation caused by improper installation, neglect, accident, abuse, or any event
not considered normal use to your vehicle; damage from the environment, including weather,
hail damage, airborne fallout chemicals, acid rain, etc. MAS is not responsible for buyer error.
Shipping and Handling charges are non refundable unless otherwise stated All implied
warranties, including warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are
limited to the duration of this warranty and do not cover incidental or consequential damages.
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion of
incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to
you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which
vary from state to state. The purchaser hereby understands that due to the nature of used auto
parts, any liability of MAS from all causes shall be limited to the price paid for the goods sold or
provided. Residents Colorado residents will be charged a sales tax rate of 7. Please check rates
below. After receiving the item, contact seller within Refund will be given as Return shipping 30
days Money back Buyer pays return shipping Please check the listing for important warranty
information regarding the item being sold. Payment Options. Shop with Confidence. Shipping
and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import
charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Every time. Donor Vehicle. TIRES Due to
many varied and different conditions to which used tires may have previously been exposed,
MAS makes absolutely NO warranty, expressed or implied, as to the fitness for a general or
particular purpose or of merchantability in connection with any sale of used tires. Often times
computers need to be reprogrammed which is to be performed at buyers expense. SHEET
METAL Cosmetic or surface corrosion resulting from chips, scratches, or other causes;
corrosion perforation caused by improper installation, neglect, accident, abuse, or any event
not considered normal use to your vehicle; damage from the environment, including weather,
hail damage, airborne fallout chemicals, acid rain, etc. In general if part is accepted and
installed on the vehicle. Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items available. My
gauges started failing 1 at a time ,the last to go was the speedometer.. Luckily the digital gas
read out is still working. I don't understand why FORD won't correct this. Time to buy a Dodge!
First, it was the tachometer that would not always zero when turning the car off. Then the
speedometer, and finally all gauges have gone from unpredictable to not working at all. The
only thing I've been able to count on until lately was the low gas light. Now that the BCM is on
the fritz, who knows? So I called Ford Customer Care, if you can call it that. They won't help, no

surprise there. No recall without enough complaints about this issue. So damn unsafe to drive
while having no working. I understand that this problem has been happening to a lot of
mustangs. Why hasn't Ford recalled this? All gauges randomly stop working. The worst is the
gas gauge and the speedometer. My car does not come with Tacometer so make even harder to
track gas. Thank God the gas light shows when low gas before running out. Huge issue when
living in Michigan in the winter time and being a woman, whom do not want to be stranded. Also
huge issue when driving on the highway and reads your going zero, great way to get a ticket.
The huge issue I have with Ford it that they know these issue exist with so so many complaints
and does nothing to fix the issue and want the customer to pay for they poor design. Best
believe this will be the last Ford I will purchase, now headed to purchase a Camaro. First the
temp gauge, then fuel, then the rest, with the speedometer last to give-up. Of course they
started right after the warranty ran out. Found step motor fix online. Took me 8hrs remove
replace and calibrate. Our daughter has no idea how fast she's going, has no idea how much
gas she has until red light goes on. I am going to fix this as it is very irritating and i never know
which gauge is reading correctly and which is not Weather does seem to be a factor in this. I'll
fix them cause it's a fairly easy and inexpensive fix and my ex is a mechanic. Still think this
should have been addressed by Ford. Started out with the temp gauge going off the wall and car
not over heating. Then the gas gauge stopped working properly. Now my speedometer ranges
45 mph sitting still and once you start going you are at mph. This is a huge problem and a
safety issue. I do not understand why ford has not issued a recall, but that does not surprise
me. We are going to replace the stepper motor and see if that works. Coolant temperature gauge
started to show the car was hot one day so I replaced the thermostat. For a couple of months, it
was fine. As soon as the weather turned cold again, the gauge started starting and stopping
from a higher point every time I drove the car. Summer time the problem stops and the gauge is
fine again. Just ordered new stepping motors and will be replacing soon. Tired of needle
staying at the position during the winter. It was much easier than previously thought. All you
need to do is take out fuse 17 SRS system fuse in the passenger kickpanel fuse box , pop off
the plastic instrument panel cover, remove four bolts 7 mm from the instrument panel,
disconnect the quick connect cable, open instrument panel front and remove the pointer from
the bad gauge; unsolder 4 solder joints from bad gauge, and solder new stepper motor part
Took about 30 minutes. More detailed instructions with pictures are available on the web. My
Mustang Convertible has been a joy to drive and now has , miles with only minor brake work
thus far. It would be a wonderful fix if the fuel gauge and tach would work again. I have read way
too many ideas on line to fix this if at all possible. I hope the dealer has a simple solution, but
meantime I appeal to all other Mustang owners to share what their solution was. The
temperature gauge went out last week, and today the speedometer went to crap too. All of my
gauges: fuel, temp, tachometer and speedometer - have either failed completely or did not read
correctly. Some will say the the instrument cluster needs to be replaced, but I have found that
all that really needs to be done is replace the 'stepper motors' on the circuit board of the
instrument panel. The correct part number for the upgraded stepper motor is X Replacing the
instrument cluster is an involved project because of the odometer and other electrical data
issues. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replace stepper
motors on the gauges 8 reports not sure 6 reports fixed 1 reports. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Find a good Ford
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Don't know have
fast I'm going. No gas gauge or oil pressure. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking
for? Search for something else:. Ford Mustang - 05 - 06 - 07 - 08 - Upload a Photo. Keep an eye
on vital engine information with the help of this AutoMeter triple dash gauge pillar pod for your
Mustang! Add to Wishlist Call to Order. This item is not eligible for discounts or coupon codes.
Retain your S Mustang's OE looks while putting your gauges right where y
1997 honda civic wiring diagram
05 f150 motor
2007 lexus rx 350 manual
ou can see them with this sleek AutoMeter triple dash gauge pod! Formed from black,
injection-molded ABS plastic, this pod is a perfect fit in your interior! This pod easily installs in
the opening of your dash and blends seamlessly with OE textures! Includes mounting hardware
for ease of installation. It can be painted to match your interior. Gauges sold separately.
Application Fits Ford Mustang. Installation Instructions Download the pdf. Customer Photos 0
Upload a Photo. Vehicle Applications Ford Mustang - 05 - 06 - 07 - 08 - Auto Meter makes a
gauge to suit any need and every style from original classics to purpose built race cars and

everything in between. But you don't have to be racing and competing to use or need an Auto
Meter gauge. Auto Meter has a gauge that can be found in everything from your neighbors truck
to the hot rod around the corner to forty-eight foot Donzi off-shore boats pounding the coast.
Shop LatemodelRestoration. By uploading an image, you agree to give LMR.

